Certain interesting classes of functions on a real inner product space are invariant under an associated group of orthogonal linear transformations. This invariance can be made explicit via a simple decomposition. For example, rotationally invariant functions on R 2 are just even functions of the Euclidean norm, and functions on the Hermitian matrices (with trace inner product) which are invariant under unitary similarity transformations are just symmetric functions of the eigenvalues. We develop a framework for answering geometric and analytic (both classical and nonsmooth) questions about such a function by answering the corresponding question for the (much simpler) function appearing in the decomposition. The aim is to understand and extend the foundations of eigenvalue optimization, matrix approximation, and semide nite programming.
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Introduction
Why is there such a strong parallel between, on the one hand, semide nite programming and other eigenvalue optimization problems, and on the other hand, ordinary linear programming and related problems? Why are there close analogies between many important matrix norms on the one hand, and associated vector norms on the other? This paper aims to explain the simple algebraic symmetries which drive these parallels.
A simple example may be illustrative. Suppose that we wish to understand convex functions f : R n ! R which are`orthogonally invariant'. By this we mean that f(x) = f(Ux) for any point x in R n and any orthogonal matrix U. What can we say about such functions?
We might observe rst that, since f is determined by its behaviour on the half-line f e 
. What conditions on h are equivalent to the convexity of f? Clearly h must be convex (being the restriction of f to a half-line), but this is not su cient.
After some more thought we might arrive at the answer: h must be convex, and nondecreasing at the origin. But this obscures the essential symmetry of f. A simple trick allows us to preserve this in our answer. Instead of examining the restriction of f to the half-line R + e 1 we consider the restriction to the whole subspace Re 1 . We then arrive at the much more satisfactory answer: h(k k) is convex if and only if the function h : R ! R is even and convex.
This easy example illustrates the fundamental technique of this paper: analyzing the consequences of the symmetries of a function by analyzing its symmetries on a`transversal' (or de ning) subspace. Von Neumann's famous 1937 characterization of unitarily invariant matrix norms 33] is precisely in this mold. One statement of this result is that a unitarily invariant matrix function f (one satisfying f(x) = f(uxv) for any unitary u and v) is a norm exactly when its restriction to the subspace of real diagonal matrices is a symmetric gauge function.
What algebraic structure underlies von Neumann's result? There are three essential ingredients: rst, a real inner product space X (in this case X = C m n with hx; wi = Re tr x w); secondly, a (closed) group G of orthogonal linear transformations (in this case those of the form x 7 ! uxv for unitary u and v); thirdly, a map from X to a transversal subspace (in this case (x) is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries the singular values of x arranged in nonincreasing order). The map should be G-invariant and idempotent, and should satisfy the following conditions: Axiom 1.1 (Decomposition) Any element x of X can be decomposed as x = A (x) for some operator A in G. Axiom 1.2 (Angle contraction) For any elements x and w in X, the inequality hx; wi h (x); (w)i holds, with equality if and only if x and w have simultaneous decompositions, x = A (x) and w = A (w) for some operator A in G.
In von Neumann's case, Axiom 1.1 is just the singular value decomposition, and Axiom 1.2 is`von Neumann's Lemma' (see for example 7] ).
This structure (X; G; ) (which we call a normal decomposition system) is the focus of this paper. Our aim is to analyze G-invariant functions on X via their restriction on the range of . For this to be of much interest we would hope that the range of has lower dimension than X. Our other main example, of fundamental interest in matrix optimization, also has this property: X = fn n symmetric matricesg; with hx; wi = tr xw; G = fx 7 ! u T xu j u orthogonalg; and (x) = Diag (x); where 1 (x) 2 (x) . . . n (x) are the eigenvalues of x:
In a later paper 18] a broad family of examples generated from the theory of semisimple Lie groups will be discussed. In this paper we concentrate on outlining how the idea of a normal decomposition system provides a simple yet powerful unifying framework in which to study a wide variety of important results. Examples include Schur convexity (see for example 22]), the convexity of eigenvalue functions ( 10, 6, 11, 3, 13, 19] ), calculations of Fenchel conjugates and subdi erentials of convex eigenvalue functions 24, 5, 12, 30, 28, 25, 26, 27, 15, 16, 1, 17, 19] , von Neumann's original result 33] and generalizations (for example 4, 20] ), subdi erentials of unitarily invariant norms 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 8, 7, 9, 20] , and characterizations of extreme, exposed and smooth points of unit balls 2, 37, 38, 8, 7, 9, 20] . This paper concentrates on convexity and it rami cations. In a sequel we consider derivatives of nonconvex functions, along the lines of 21].
Group invariant normal forms
Underlying all the work in this paper is a rather simple algebraic structure. We therefore begin by xing our notation and formally de ning this structure.
We will work in a real inner product space X. For simplicity we will assume that X is nite-dimensional, although many of our results extend easily. The adjoint of a linear operator A : X ! X is the linear operator A : X ! X de ned by hA w; xi = hw; Axi for all points w and x in X. We denote the identity operator by id : X ! X, and if A A = id then we say that A is orthogonal. In fact A is orthogonal if and only if it is norm-preserving: kAxk = kxk for all x in X, where the norm is de ned by kxk = q hx; xi. In this case, A ?1 = A . We denote the group of all orthogonal linear operators on X (with composition) by O(X), which we endow with the natural topology: thus A r approaches A in O(X) if and only if A r x approaches Ax in X for all x in X. Given a subgroup G of O(X), a function f on X is G-invariant if f(Ax) = f(x) for all x in X and A in G. We can now describe our fundamental structure: this structure is an underlying assumption throughout the paper.
De nition 2.1 Given a real inner product space X and a closed subgroup G of the orthogonal group O(X), the map : X ! X induces a G-invariant normal form on X if (a) is idempotent, (b) is G-invariant, (c) for any point x in X there is an operator A in G with x = A (x), and (d) if points x and w lie in X then hx; wi h (x); (w)i, with equality if and only if x = A (x) and w = A (w) for some A in G. In this case (X; G; ) is called a normal decomposition system.
We defer a systematic discussion of examples until the end of the paper. However, for the sake of concreteness the reader may wish to keep in mind the following extremely simple example: X = R (with hx; wi = xw), G = f idg, and (x) = jxj. The four properties are easily veri ed.
We will only use the closedness of G very rarely (speci cally, in Theorem 3.3), but it does not rule out much of interest. Property (a) states that ( (x)) = (x) for all points x in X. We think of the formula x = A (x) in property (c) as being a`normal form decomposition' of x. Clearly it ensures that the map is norm-preserving: k (x)k = kxk for all x in X. 
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Various algebraic ideas can be applied naturally to the concept of a normal decomposition system. For example, we say that two normal decomposition systems (X 1 ; G 1 ; 1 ) and (X 2 ; G 2 ; 2 ) are isomorphic if there is an inner product space isomorphism : X 1 ! X 2 and a group isomorphism : G 1 ! G 2 such that for all points x in X 1 and operators A in G 1 we have 2 ( (x)) = ( 1 (x)) and ( (A))( (x)) = (Ax). There is also a natural notion of the Cartesian product of two normal decomposition systems. Observe nally that, given any inner product space X and subgroup G of O(X), taking to be the identity map makes (X; G; ) a normal decomposition system.
In fact easy examples show that this may be the only choice for with this property.
G-invariant functions and sets
The main aim of this paper is to study functions f : X ! ?1; +1] on the inner product space X which are G-invariant: f(Ax) = f(x) for all points x in X and operators A in the group G. As usual we assume that the map induces a G-invariant normal form on X in the sense of De nition 2.1.
We will be particularly interested in convex We will also be interested in G-invariant subsets of X, so we will conclude this section with some simple observations illustrating how various algebraic and topological constructions preserve G-invariance. Notice rst that the class of G-invariant sets is easily seen to be closed under arbitrary unions, intersections and complements. Suppose that the subset D of X is G-invariant (that is, x 2 D; A 2 G implies Ax 2 D). Then the interior of D is quickly seen to be G-invariant, whence the closure and boundary of D are also G-invariant. The following central assumption will remain in force throughout the remainder of the paper. In what follows, denotes composition: thus (h )(x) = h( (x)). Thus henceforth we will restrict attention to G-invariant functions h , where the function h is G Y -invariant. We now follow two distinct approaches to the elegant fact that such an extended-real-valued function h is convex on X if and only if h is convex on Y . The rst approach is direct, using Proof Since h = (h )j Y , one direction is clear. Conversely, suppose that h is convex. For any points x and w in X and real in (0; 1), we know by Theorem 2.4 that (x)+(1? ) (w) and ( x+(1? )w) both lie in R( ), and that ( (x) + (1 ? ) (w)) ? ( The second approach to convexity is rather more transparent once we have derived the following elegant formula. .4) shows that it also preserves the conjugacy operation. We shall see in Section 6 that restriction also preserves essential strict convexity and smoothness (Corollary 6.3).
The next result provides perhaps a more compelling motivation for the conjugacy approach. Recall that for a point x in X, the set G x describes the possible decompositions of x: G x = fA 2 G j x = A (x)g. Proof By de nition, w 2 @(h )(x) if and only if hx; wi = (h )(x) + (h ) (w) = h( (x)) + h ( (w)); using the Conjugacy Theorem (4.5). But then, since h( (x)) + h ( (w)) h (x); (w)i hx; wi; equality holds throughout, and the rst part of the result follows.
Suppose that w 2 @(h )(x). Then by the above, (w) 2 @h( (x)) and we can choose an operator A in G x \ G w . Then
Conversely, suppose that y 2 @h( (x)) and that A 2 G x . Then
= h (x); yi = hx; Ayi; using the Conjugacy Theorem (4.5) and the G Y -invariance of h . Thus Ay lies in @(h )(x), as required.
2
Notice that this result is the rst point at which we have used the condition for equality in property (d) of the de nition of a normal decomposition system (2.1). , and yet (x) 6 2 int Y (C). Then there is a sequence of points (y n ) in Y n C approaching (x). Each point has a decomposition y n = A n (y n ) for some operator A n in G Y , and since G Y is compact there is a convergent subsequence A n 0 ! A 2 G Y . Now notice that the sequence (y n 0) = A n 0y n 0 approaches A (x). Since ?1 (C) is G-invariant, so is int X ?1 (C), and hence since x lies in int X ?1 (C), so does A (x). Thus for su ciently large n 0 we have (y n 0) 2 ?1 (C), whence (y n 0) 2 C. Now since C is G Y -invariant, y n 0 2 C, which is a contradiction. We will see another example of this pattern in the next section: we will show that exp ( ?1 (C)) = ?1 (exp C) for a closed, convex set C, where exp C denotes the set of exposed points of C. To end this section we prove the analogous result for the set of extreme points of C, denoted ext C, which are those points x in C for which C n fxg is convex. Proof Suppose rst that the point x in X does not belong to ?1 (ext C), so that (x) 6 2 ext C. If (x) 6 2 C then clearly x 6 2 ext ( ?1 (C)), so suppose that for some points u and v in C distinct from (x) and some scalar in (0; 1) we have (x) = u + (1 ? )v. For any operator A in G x we now have x = A (x) = Au + (1 ? )Av, and since the points Au and Av are distinct from x in the set ?1 (C), it follows that x is not extreme in this set.
On the other hand, suppose that (x) is extreme in C and yet x is not extreme in ?1 (C): we will derive a contradiction. Pick points u 1 6 Smoothness, strict convexity, and invariant norms
Our aim in this section will be to investigate the dual concepts of smoothness and strict convexity for G-invariant convex functions. Once again, we assume throughout that (X; G; ) is a normal decomposition system, and that Assumption 4. r(h )(x) = Arh( (x)); for any operator A 2 G x : (6.2) Conversely, if h is in addition convex, and di erentiable at (x), then h is di erentiable at x, and furthermore, (r(h )(x)) = rh( (x)). Proof For any operator A in G x we have x = A (x), and for all points y in Y (h )(Ay) = h( (Ay)) = h( (y)) = h(y);
since h is G Y -invariant. The left-hand-side is di erentiable at y = (x), by the chain rule, hence so is the right-hand-side, with rh( (x)) = A r(h )(x).
The rst part of the result follows. On the other hand, if h is also convex, and di erentiable at (x), then @h( (x)) = frh( (x))g, by 29, Thm 25.1]. Now by the Subdi erentials Theorem (4.6), if an element w of X belongs to @(h )(x) then (w) 2 @h( (x)), and so (w) = rh( (x)). In particular, since is norm-preserving (Theorem 2.4), any such subgradient has norm krh( (x))k. Since @(h )(x) is a convex set and k k is a strict norm, @(h )(x) has at most one element. it follows from the subdi erential
However, it is nonempty by the chain rule (4.7). Thus it is a singleton

formula (4.7) that (v) 2 @(h )( (y)). Thus because h is essentially
smooth, it is di erentiable at (y), and hence by the Di erentiability Theorem (6.1), h is di erentiable at (y), and therefore also at y by Lemma 3.2. Thus h must be essentially smooth. Conversely, suppose that h is essentially smooth. If h has a subgradient at a point x in X then the subdi erential formula (4.7) implies that @h( (x)) is nonempty. Hence h is di erentiable at (x), and therefore h is di erentiable at x by the Di erentiability Theorem (6.1). Thus h is essentially smooth.
The essentially strictly convex case follows by taking conjugates.
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The following result is another example of the pattern (5.5) that we observed in the last section: #( ?1 (C)) = ?1 (#(C)). If the subset C of Y is closed and convex then we say that a point y in C is exposed if there is an element z of Y with hz; yi > hz; ui for all points u in C n fyg. Equivalently, a point y in C is exposed if and only if it lies in the range of r C 29, Cor 25.1.3]. We denote the set of exposed points by exp(C). so that x 2 exp( ?1 (C)).
Conversely, if x 2 exp( ?1 (C)) then for some element w of X we have x = r ?1 (C) (w) = r( C )(w). It follows by the Di erentiability Theorem (6.1) that (x) = r C ( (w)), whence (x) 2 exp(C).
To The last statement follows by applying the Extreme Points Theorem (5.7) and the Exposed Points Corollary (6.4) to the unit ball for p, and by applying the Di erentiability Theorem (6.1) to p. 2 
Examples
The idea of a normal decomposition system that we introduced in De nition 2.1 works well as an abstract mechanism. Its real signi cance however is in the variety of examples that it models. In this section we discuss these examples. They fall into two distinct categories:`discrete' examples, where the group G is a re ection group (in fact a`Weyl group') and the range of the map has full dimension in the underlying inner product space X, and continuous' examples, where maps X into a strictly smaller space Y . Both categories are important for our purposes. Further discussion of the role of Weyl groups in this construction may be found in 18]. First some notation for various sets of matrices. The trace of a matrix w is denoted tr (w), and the Hermitian conjugate by w .
O n : The (multiplicative) group of n n real orthogonal matrices. U n : The (multiplicative) group of n n complex unitary matrices.
P n : The (multiplicative) group of n n permutation matrices. P n : The (multiplicative) group of n n`signed' permutation matrices (having exactly one nonzero entry, 1, in each row and each column. S n : The inner product space of n n real symmetric matrices, with hw; vi = tr (wv).
H n : The (real) inner product space of n n complex Hermitian matrices, with hw; vi = tr (wv). Recall that a normal decomposition system consists of a real inner product space X, a subgroup G of the orthogonal group on X, O(X), and a map : X ! X satisfying De nition 2.1. Example 7.1 (Reordering on R n ) We take X = R n (with the standard inner product), G = P n (considered as a subgroup of O(R n ) = O n in the natural way), and (x) = x, where the vector x 2 R n has components fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n g arranged in nonincreasing order. The conditions in De nition 2.1 are immediate except for (d), which states that hx; zi h x; zi for all x and z in R n , (7.2) with equality if and only if x = A x and z = A z for some permutation matrix A. Inequality Example 7.3 (Absolute reordering on R n ) We take X = R n , G = P n , and (x) = jxj (where jxj = (jx 1 j; jx 2 j; . . . ; jx n j). Thus (jxj) 1 = maxfjx 1 j; jx 2 j; . . . ; jx n jg;
and so forth. The conditions in De nition 2.1 are easy to check: (d) follows from inequality (7.2). Diagonal matrices will play an important role in our continuous examples. We denote the smaller of the two dimensions m and n by l = minfm; ng, Example 7.4 (Symmetric matrices) We take X = S n and G to be the group of orthogonal similarity transformations x 7 ! u T xu for symmetric matrices x and orthogonal matrices u. Finally, we de ne (x) = Diag (x).
More formally, de ne the adjoint representation of O n on S n , which we write Ad : O n ! O(S n ), by (Ad(u))x = u T xu for orthogonal u and symmetric x. Then G is just the range of this representation, which has kernel f idg, and so G is isomorphic to O n =f idg. ( 1; 1; . . . ; 1)))j Y = id; we see that the group G Y acting on the space Y of diagonal matrices is simply the permutation group P n acting on the diagonal entries.
Notice also that for any vector in R n we have (Diag ) = Diag . Hence the subsystem (Y; G Y ; ) is a normal decomposition system isomorphic to thè reordering' system described in Example 7.1. In particular, Assumption 4.1 holds, so that all of the machinery that we have developed can be applied. We list some consequences in the nal section.
Example 7.5 (Hermitian matrices) The complex analogue of the previous example is very similar (and there is a quaternionic analogue). We take X = H n , which we emphasize we consider as a real inner product space (since we are primarily concerned with properties of real vector spaces, such as convexity). The group G now consists of unitary similarity transformations x 7 ! u xu for Hermitian x and unitary u, and as before, (x) = Diag (x).
Formally, we de ne the adjoint representation of U n on H n , written Ad : U n ! O(H n ), by (Ad(u))(x) = u xu for unitary u and Hermitian x. Then G is just the range of this representation, which has kernel Tid, where T is the circle group f 2 C j j j = 1g. Thus G is isomorphic to U n =Tid. Checking Notice also that (Diag ) = j j for any vector in R l . Thus the subsystem (Y; G Y ; ) is a normal decomposition system isomorphic to the`absolute reordering' system described in Example 7.2. Since Assumption 4.1 holds, our machinery applies: some consequences appear in the nal section.
Two special cases deserve mention. The case m = 1 gives exactly the example discussed after Assumption 4.1. The even more special case m = n = 1 gives our very rst example of a normal decomposition system, discussed after De nition 2.1. Example 7.8 (Complex matrices) The complex analogue of the previous example is very similar (and again there is a quaternionic analogue). We take X = M m;n (C) and G to be the group of transformations x 7 ! u xv for a matrix x in M m;n (C) and unitary matrices u in U m and v in U n . Once again we de ne (x) = Diag (x).
Formally we de ne a representation of U m U n on M m;n (C), written Ac : U m U n ! O(M m;n (C)), by (Ac(u; v))x = u xv. Then (w) is a subgradient of h at (x) and x and w have simultaneous spectral decompositions, x = u T (Diag (x))u and w = u T (Diag (w))u for some orthogonal matrix u. In fact the following`chain rule' holds: Then C is a closed, convex set with the standard unit vectors as extreme (in fact exposed) points. We deduce that the set of symmetric matrices ?1 (C) = fx 2 S n j x positive semide nite; tr (x) = 1g; is closed and convex, with extreme (exposed) points yy T for unit column vectors y in R n .
The fact that the set ?1 (C) is convex if and only if C is convex, for a symmetric set C, was proved in 11].
Unitarily invariant norms The following result is a consequence of applying our machinery to Example 7.8. The real analogue is entirely similar. For brevity, we restrict ourselves to the norm case. (8.7) p is smooth (respectively strict) if and only if p is smooth (respectively strict), and a matrix x is an extreme (respectively exposed, smooth) point of the unit ball for p if and only if (x) is an extreme (respectively exposed, smooth) point of the unit ball for p. The fundamental characterization of unitarily invariant norms is due to von Neumann 33] . He proved the result in an analogous fashion to our conjugacy argument following Theorem 4.5, by proving the duality formula (8.7) via his Lemma (7.7). Some interesting analogous results appear in 4]. The characterization of extreme, exposed, and smooth points was proved in 2]: see also 37, 38, 8, 7, 9] . Versions of the subdi erential formula appear in 35, 36] .
